BIOMECHANICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL INFLUENCES ON THE OSTEOHISTOLOGICAL DEPOSITION OF ANHANGUERIA (PTEROSAURIA, PTERODACTYLOIDEA)
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ABSTRACT – The study of bone microstructure preserved in fossils provides substantial information about physiology, growth gradients and strategies, and some ecological considerations. Paleohistology is a useful tool for understanding the biological mechanisms of extinct animals. Presented here is the microstructure characterization of two Anhangueria pterosaurs. Thin sections of the first wing phalanx and metacarpal IV of MN 7060-V have been confectioned, as have sections of the radius, ulna and first wing phalanx of MPSC R2090. The histological analysis of bones of MN 7060-V revealed fibrolamellar tissue, few osteocytes and vascular canals. Bones of MPSC R2090 showed a mixed plexiform-fibrolamellar tissue and histovariability, showing that bones from the same individual grew in different patterns. The vascularization was high in the phalanx, intermediate in the ulna and absent in the radius. The absence of canals in the radius may be related to biomechanical issues, due to torsion resistance during flight. The histology and the absence of fused bones suggests that the specimens are not adults. Two distinct moments of growth were established. MN 7060-V is a subadult, with presence of bone porosity and MPSC R2090 is a young animal as determined by the high number of canals and plexiform-fibrolamellar tissues, which indicates fast growth. In this work, we concluded that in the Anhangueria clade, the growth of bones is not compatible with the ontogenetic stage. Young animals may present large proportions, whereas there were older individuals of smaller sizes in the same clade.
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RESUMO – O estudo da microestrutura óssea preservada em organismos fósseis traz informações substanciais sobre a fisiologia, gradientes e estratégias de crescimento e uma série de considerações ecológicas. Para o entendimento dos mecanismos biológicos de animais extintos utiliza-se a paleohistologia. Apresentamos a caracterização microestrutural de dois pterossauros do clado Anhangueria. Foram confeccionadas lâminas da primeira falange alar e IV metacarpal de MN 7060-V, além da ulna, rádio e primeira falange alar de MPSC R2090. A análise histológica de ambos os ossos de MN 7060-V exibiu tecido fibrolamellar, poucos osteócitos e canais. Já os ossos de MPSC R2090 apresentaram tecido fibrolamellar plexiforme e histovariabilidade, sugerindo diferentes taxas de crescimento para os ossos de um mesmo indivíduo. A vascularização na falange foi elevada, intermediária na ulna e ausente no rádio. Essa ausência de canais pode estar relacionada à pressões biomecânicas, devido à resistência às cargas de torção exercidas durante o voo. A histologia e a ausência de fusão dos ossos sugerem indivíduos não adultos. Dois momentos diferentes de crescimento foram então estabelecidos. MN 7060-V é um subadulto, com presença de porosidade óssea e MPSC R2090 um jovem, devido à alta vascularização e tecido fibrolamellar plexiforme, indicativo de crescimento rápido. Foi concluído neste trabalho que, no clado Anhangueria, o crescimento ósseo não acompanha o estágio ontogenético dos indivíduos. Animais jovens podem apresentar grandes proporções, ao passo que indivíduos mais velhos tamanhos menores dentro de um mesmo clado.

Palavras-chave: paleohistologia, Pterosauria, Anhangueria, Formação Romualdo, bacia do Araripe.
INTRODUCTION

Extremely thin bony walls, resulting in a large medullary cavity, along with the presence of trabeculae, are some of the skeletal adaptations developed by Pterodactyloidea to allow flight (e.g. de Ricqlès et al., 2000; Witton & Habib, 2010; Kellner et al., 2013). In some cases, bone formation can be thinner than that presented by the birds (Owen, 1870; Seeley, 1870; Padian, 1985; Wellnhofer, 1991). Pneumaticity, which is a feature of this winged-archosaurs group, constitutes a major feature for specimen recognition (Kellner, 2006).

The maintenance of a pneumatic medullary cavity implies, among other physiological strategies, that the periosteal deposition is balanced by endosteal reabsorption to maintain the thin-walled tubular structure. However, endosteal structures, such as trabecular, support the bone for biomechanical reasons (Steel, 2008). To understand this mechanism and other related paleobiological features of extinct organisms, paleohistology is used (e.g. Sander, 2000; Steel, 2008; Andrade & Sayão, 2014).

Bone is composed of mineralized tissue (bone tissue) produced by deposition of hydroxyapatite, crystalline calcium phosphate and osteocytes, numerous canals, blood vessels and lymphatic cells (Padian & Lamm, 2013). Because of this composition, its structure presents excellent histological preservation when fossilized. The organic components present in the bones, including cells and blood vessels, decompose after their death as the inorganic part eventually becomes fossilized, maintaining their microstructure and preserving the shape of the decomposed structures (Chinsamy & Dodson, 1995; Sander, 2000; Steel, 2008).

The study of bone microstructure preserved in fossil organisms reveals substantial information about the physiology, gradients and growth strategies, indicating its ontogenetic stage and allowing some ecological considerations to be made (Bennett, 1993a; Chinsamy & Dodson, 1995; Homer et al., 2000; Kellner et al., 2013; Andrade & Sayão, 2014). The number of vascular canals, LAGs and tissue patterns are some of the features analyzed by paleohistology to reconstruct the past life story of extinct animals (Chinsamy et al., 2009). This work presents the histological characterization of five bone elements belonging to two pterosaurs specimens of the Anhangueria clade from Romualdo Formation (Aptian/Albian), Araripe Basin.

The results of this study are important to elucidate questions about the ontogenetic stages of pterosaurs specimens of the Anhangueria clade. A histological comparison was conducted with their external morphology to test the validity of the morphological information in the ontogenetic determination. Biomechanical comparisons are also presented to justify the bone microstructure pattern found in one of the specimens analyzed. Thus, this work will contribute to the understanding of biomechanical and physiological influences in the osteohistological deposition of Anhangueria appendicular bones.

Paleohistological research history of pterosaur

The first study on the histology of pterosaur bone tissue was conducted experimentally by Bowerbank (1848), who described rudimentary bone fragments of the Cretaceous of England (see Steel, 2008 for a review). Later, Quekett (1849a,b, 1855) published a set of paleohistological descriptions that were more informative. In Quekett (1849a,b), the structures present in the thin cross-sections were described from a humerus diaphysis whose taxonomic affinity has not been set. He also published a catalog containing approximately 15 pterosaur bone slides (Quekett, 1855). In these sections, vascular canals, lacunae, canaliculae and trabeculae were found. The author also indicated possible “Haversian canals” (= secondary osteons), although without concentric rings in the secondary lamellar bone, they were subsequently reinterpreted as a single primary canal (Steel, 2003). Phillips (1871) recognized similarities between the histology of pterosaurs with other non-avian and avian reptiles, highlighting its vascular system and the presence of trabecular over the medullary cavity.

In the 20th century, some work was performed comparing pterosaur tissues with the tissues of other groups of extant and extinct animals. Seitz (1907) described details of a phalanx of Rhamphocephalus bucklandi von Meyer, 1832, highlighting the microanatomic and histological similarities between flying avian and non-avian reptiles. Seitz also found the phalanx of Pteranodon Marsh, 1876 characteristics to be similar to those of large, flightless birds. Thus, the author has recognized the importance of developing a reticular network pattern of bone structures in marrow cavity (trabeculae) and endosteal secondary structures.

Steel (2008) made a historical overview of bone histology studies in pterosaurs by 2004. In addition, fragments and whole bones of pterosaurs acquired by museums and university collections were analyzed. It was observed that the bones are structurally and histologically similar to those of birds because they have thin walls and fibrolamellar constitution. However, these bones had some specialized features not seen in birds, such as the “phywood-like” tissues described by some authors (see de Ricqlès et al., 2000 for a definition of this tissue). Due to the large amount of information about pterosaurs, paleohistological studies were summarized by Steel (2008). Here, only the most recent publications about this subject will be examined.

Kellner et al. (2006) analyzed the proximal portion of a high proportion ulna belonging to a pterodactyloid pterosaur of Argentina. Histological sections of the ulna revealed a growing young animal. Comparisons with more complete specimens suggested that this ulna belonged to a pterosaur with a six-meter wingspan, which would make him the largest flying reptile known in Argentina, so far. The cortex was composed of primary tissue with a fibrolamellar pattern and many osteocytes lacunae. Vascular canals were numerous and presented small diameter with longitudinal orientation and irregular anastomosis. No evidence of bone erosion and reconstruction, as secondary osteons or LAGs were observed in this specimen.

Pterodaustro Bonaparte, 1969, one of the few pterosaurs taxa that presents ontogenetic sequences, was used to obtain information about the skeletal element changes throughout development (Chinsamy et al., 2008). Long bones (femur,
humerus, tibia, ulna and radius) were analyzed from skeletons of several individuals. Chinsamy et al. (2008) observed that after hatching, the juveniles grew rapidly for approximately two years until they reach approximately 53% of their adult size and reached sexual maturity. Subsequently, growth would continue for at least 3 to 4 years at relatively slower rates until the adult body size was achieved. It was concluded that *Pterodaustro* have a determined growth strategy.

Still, in *Pterodaustro*, in a continuation of previous work, Chinsamy et al. (2009) observed some changes in the bone microstructure of this pterosaur. Sections were sampled from 15 skeletal elements (including the femur, humerus, tibia, coracoid, vertebrae, etc.) to analyze the variations in the different bones. It was possible to infer all of the growing dynamics of this taxon from this study, providing information about the histological variability of the individuals. This study also documented the presence of what appears to be a remaining medullary tissue deposited during a previous reproductive phase in a large *Pterodaustro* femur. Thus, the same reproductive strategy was suggested for these animals as for birds.

Eleven bones belonging to five specimens of *Rhamphorhynchus* Meyer, 1846 were sampled in Prondvai et al. (2012) to describe the growth strategies from ontogenetic series of this pterosaur. A high initial growth rate was proposed during the early and juvenile ontogenetic phases, followed by a decrease in the bone deposition rate after this phase. The beginning of a powered flight phase would be the factor responsible for causing a slowdown in development, redirecting the metabolic energy to locomotive function. An initial phase of rapid growth, characterized by fibrolamellar tissue was suggested, followed by a long slow growth, indicated by bone deposition of parallel fibers and lines of arrested growth (LAGs) in the cortex. This transition was also observed in *Pterodaustro*.

In the same year, along with the publication of *Prejanopterus cuirvirostris* Vidarte & Calvo, 2010, a brief description of the histology of their first phalanx wing was presented (Pereda-Suberbiola et al., 2012). Highly vascularized plexiform tissue and External Fundamental System (EFS) deposition covering the perimedullary region indicating the end of the expansion of the medullary cavity were found.

The largest flying Gondwana reptile, *Tropeognathus* Wellnhofer, 1987 cf. *T. mesembrinus* Wellnhofer, 1987, and another large pterosaur in the Romualdo Formation were studied by Kellner et al. (2013). In this study, paleohistological description of the distal portion of the first phalanx of the fourth digit, which showed EFS deposition (= external fundamental system second Horner et al., 1999) and three LAGs present in the cortex, were performed. In addition, high bone remodeling with secondary osteons and three resorption zones was examined. This information determined that the specimen was an adult in a late developmental stage (Kellner et al., 2013).

Chinsamy et al. (2014), described the histology of *Gargantuaavis philoinos* Buffetaut & Le Loeuff, 1998, made a comparison of the histological patterns of the bird *Megalapteryx didinus* Owen, 1883 with the theropod dinosaur *Coelophysis rhodesiensis* Raath, 1969 and the pterosaur *Pterodaustro guíñazui* Bonaparte, 1969. Although there is no formal description of *Pterodaustro* histology in this work, fibrolamellar bone tissue and LAGs were reported.

In a paleohistological study, Prondvai et al. (2014) analyzed a single complete jaw and mandibular symphysis of 56 fragments of various sizes from an assembly previously regarded to be monospecific, which are often found in azidarchids *Bakonydraco galaczi* Ösi, Weishampel & Jianu, 2005. The morphometric data, combined with the symphysis histological characteristics, suggested that the smaller matched to an adult stage, which was not expected. The substantial difference between the size of the individual compared to that of other adults, along with the distinct micro anatomic composition, resulted in the identification of at least two different pterosaur taxa in this assembly. The authors suggested that the size and morphology of mandibular symphysis would not be good indicators of skeletal maturity in pterosaurs. A second study published subsequently addressed another aspect of the same assembly, Prondvai & Stein (2014) studied the association validity of medullary tissue deposition with reproduction in specimens of *B. galaczi*.

Comparisons with birds revealed that these animals deposit endosteal tissue in the medullary cavity that can be a store for calcium during eggshell formation. This tissue has also been identified in non-avian dinosaurs, in which its presence is considered to be a reliable indicator of female sexual maturity. Prondvai & Stein (2014) have suggested, however, a non-reproductive meaning for the medullary tissue pterosaurs, indicating that their presence may be associated with other mechanisms, such as physiological regulation.

**Brief survey of Romualdo Formation fossils**

The Romualdo Formation, dating from the Aptian/Albian, presents a rock pattern ranging from fossiliferous shale and marl, limestone levels of interbedded sandstones and friable gypsum (Cavalcanti & Viana, 1990; Neumann & Cabrera, 1999). Associated with these layers, calcareous concretions containing fossils are generally not compressed and are extremely well preserved (Kellner, 2002); these fossils are mainly fish and rarely tetrapod bones belonging to various groups such as Crocodylomorpha (Price, 1959; Maisey, 1991), Testudines (Hirayama, 1998; Oliveira & Romano, 2007), Pterosaurs (Kellner & Tomida., 2000; Vila Nova et al., 2011; Bantim et al., 2014b) and Dinosaurs (Kellner & Campos, 1996; Kellner, 1999.; Naish et al., 2004). In addition, fossils of invertebrates (Beurlen, 1964, 1966; Coimbra et al., 2002) and vegetables (Lima et al., 2012) are found, and there are possible occurrences of amber (Castro et al., 1970).

Bones analyzed here are three-dimensionally preserved in limestone concretions in the Romualdo Formation, unlike in the Crato Formation, where the fossils are usually compressed (Lima et al., 2014). The MN 7060-V specimen was collected during a controlled excavation of the Romualdo Site, Mount Alvernia District, Crato, Ceará (CE) (Vila Nova et al., 2011), the first specimen of pterosaur that is georeferenced. The exact place of the MPSC R2090 collection is unknown, but the collection information report that this specimen was collected
on an outcrop at the Romualdo Formation, in the municipality of Santana do Cariri, CE.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

In this work, we used five bones from two specimens from Museu Nacional do Rio de Janeiro, paleovertebrate collection (MN 7060-V) and the collection of the Museu de Paleontologia de Santana do Cariri (MPSC R2090). For this analysis, the following elements were used: first phalanx of the wing digit and metacarpal IV (MN 7060-V, Figure 1) radius, ulna, and the first phalanx of wing digit (MPSC R2090, Figure 2).

Prior to sampling, both bones had been mechanically prepared with the use of air scribes and manual tools. To preserve the external morphological information of the specimens, molds in silicon rubber (RTV CAL/N-ULTRALUB QUÍMICA LTDA, São Paulo, Brazil) and resin casts (RESAPOL T-208 catalyzed with BUTANOX M50-IBEX QUIMICOS E COMPÓSITOS, Recife, Brazil) were produced. The bones were subsequently measured and photographed according to the protocol proposed by Lamm (2013).

A complete osteological study involves the description of a significant amount of samples so that it is possible to determine the variations present in the bone tissue (Ray et al., 2004). However, bone sectioning for histological analysis is quite destructive. Therefore, where possible, it is preferable that the cuts be made in the midshaft of long bones because it is considered to be the location that has low bone remodeling (Chinsamy & Dodson, 1995; Sander, 2000). All bone elements used here were sectioned in the midshaft, allowing a better understanding of the bone microstructure of these individuals. To prepare the histological slides, a 0.5 cm sample was obtained from each specimen.

Thin sections were produced using standard fossil histology techniques (Chinsamy & Raath, 1992; Lamm, 2013). The samples were embedded in epoxy clear resin RESAPOL T-208 catalyzed with BUTANOX M50 and cut with a diamond-tipped blade on a saw (multiple brands). Next, the mounting-side of the sections were wet-ground using a metallographic polishing machine (AROPOL-E, Arotec LTDA) with Arotec abrasive papers of increasing grit size (60/P60, 120/P120, 320/P400, 1200/P2500) until a final thickness of 30-60 microns was reached. To observe the histological structures, an optical microscope in transmitted light mode with parallel/crossed nicols and fluorescence filters was used to enhance birefringence. Representative histological images were taken using an AxioCam digital sight camera (Zeiss Inc., Barcelona, Spain) mounted to an Axio Imager.M2 transmitted light microscope (Zeiss Inc. Barcelona, Spain).

RESULTS

Fossil MN 7060-V

The specimen MN 7060-V, first phalanx wing and left metacarpal IV, was described by Vila Nova et al. (2011) and identified as belonging to Anhangueridae. MN 7060-V has its first phalanx wing that is two times smaller than metacarpal IV,
Due to the presence of anhanguerids in the Romualdo Formation, for bone proportions similar to those of MN-7060 V (metacarpal IV/first phalanx wing <0.6), we assign the specimen to a possible representative from Anhangueria, a clade that includes all pteranodontoids that are more closely related to Anhanguera blittersdorffi Campos & Kellner, 1985 than Istiodactylus latidens Seeley, 1901 and Cimoliopterus curvieri Bowerbank, 1851 (Rodrigues & Kellner, 2013). Metacarpal IV is preserved in three dimensions, without a signal of deformation, and presents external local erosion signals and several cracks, indicating the possibility that some outermost layers have been lost. The cortex has an average thickness of 563μm, and the free medullary cavity has an average thickness of 985μm. Histologically, the cortex consists of fibrolamellar tissue, as observed in most pterosaurs. The bone microstructure shows dispersed osteocytes in the cortex and three thick layers of non-anastomosed vascular canals, ranging from 14 to 18μm and radially arranged with few osteocytes around them (Figure 3A). However, the EFS deposition due to the specimen preservation has not been identified. We cannot attribute this fact to physiological or ontogenetic issues and this could be related to taphonomic processes or even the way the fossil has been prepared. The first wing phalanx presents signals of preservation that are similar to those of metacarpal IV, showing a deformation in the longitudinal direction, which modifies its natural curvature. The epiphysis shows some degree of porosity in bone surface (Figures 4A, B), which has been previously proposed to be an indication of an older animal (Bennett, 2001), while the extensor process of the phalanx is absent (Figure 4C). The cortex has an average thickness of 1,163μm and a free medullary cavity of 800μm. Histologically, the cortex showed the same general features of metacarpal IV, with widespread osteocytes in the bone matrix (Figure 3B). As in metacarpal IV, no LAGs, annulii deposition, EFS or areas of resorption or remodeling were observed.

**Fossil MPSC R2090**

This specimen consists of an incomplete right forelimb preserved in three dimensions comprising a full ulna, the radius distal portion of the carpal bones and two of the fourth digit phalanx, and indeterminate phalanx fragments. Three slides were confectioned with the ulna, radius and first wing phalanx samples. MPSC R2090 shows a radius diameter (18 cm) that is smaller than half of the diameter of the ulna (40 cm) according to Kellner (2003). This is a feature shared by an unnamed clade, composed of Istiodactylus Howse, Milner & Martill, 2001, Ornithocheirus compressirostris Owen, 1851 and the Anhangueridae, and further defined by Rodrigues & Kellner (2013) as Anhangueria. Thus, we attribute MPSC R2090 to this clade. The ulna diaphysis is 35 mm in diameter at the cut site (Figure 5A). The cortex has an average thickness of 957μm and a free medullary cavity of 2.900μm. Histology of the ulna is composed of plexiform fibrolamellar tissue containing vascular canals arranged in blocks and a few anastomosed. In comparison with the other bones of the individual, vascularization was intermediate considering the number of canals, with many fractures along the bone. A line near the medullary cavity indicates that there was some pause in bone deposition, without forming a true line of arrested growth (LAG) because it does not follow the entire circumference of the bone (Figure 5B). The radius is 15 mm in the midshaft (Figure 5C). The cortex has an average thickness of 234μm and a free medullary cavity of 1.159μm. The radius is composed of avascular...
fibrolamellar cortex. Furthermore, the section presented only osteocytes lacunae directed by collagen fibers and does not form osteons (Figure 5D). This composition demonstrates a pattern that has never been reported for pterosaurs. The observed pattern may be related to biomechanical factors, such as pressure suffered by bone during flight. In this case, ulna and phalanges have to be more robust to withstand flight pressures, whereas the radius, being supported by the ulna, could present a slower deposition. The first wing phalanx diaphysis is 20 mm in diameter at the transect (Figure 5E). The first wing phalanx presented in the cortex averaged a thickness of 889 μm with a free medullary cavity of 1.869 μm. The cortex consists of plexiform fibrolamellar tissue with few fractures along the bone. The vascular canals are arranged radially, mostly anastomosed. These canals are surrounded by osteocytes contributing to the formation of primary osteons (Figure 5F).

**DISCUSSION**

A considerable number of previous studies with many types of vertebrate fossils noted that the microstructure of bone throughout the skeleton varies according to the bone and its location in the skeleton (Enlow, 1969; Sayão, 2003; Chinsamy et al., 2009; Werning, 2012; Andrade & Sayão, 2014). Furthermore, the general morphology and biomechanical function of a particular bone element affect the type of bone that will be present (Francillon-Vieillot et al., 1990; Chinsamy-Turan, 2005; Werning, 2012). In pterosaurs, it was previously established that at least in *Rhamphorhynchus, Pterodaustro* and Anhangueria, the histological pattern can vary over the bones of the same individual (Sayão, 2003; Chinsamy et al., 2009; Prondvai et al., 2012).

Analysis that used many elements of the same skeleton are rare not only in the paleohistological study of pterosaurs (Steel, 2008; Chinsamy et al., 2009) but also in fossil archosaurs generally due to the scarcity of material available for this analysis (Andrade & Sayão, 2014). In both specimens studied here, basically the same microstructures previously described for anhanguerid pterosaurs (Sayão, 2003; Steel, 2008) were observed here, except for the absence of vascularization reported here for the radius MPSC R2090 (Figure 5D). This condition differs from that observed in the radius of Azhdarchoida from the Crato Formation, which showed a high vascularization (Sayão, 2003).

The presence of vascularization is a key condition for bone growth. A decrease in the amount of vascular canals would result in a decrease in the deposition rate (Padian & Lamm, 2013). It is highly improbable that the radius of MPSC R2090 did not present any vascularization. However, it is possible that the bones present a considerable decrease in the number of canals, similar to that observed in the radius of basal pterosaurs non-pterodactyloid of *Rhamphorhynchus*. It was observed that the radius of the analyzed specimen had no vascular canals, showing a simple bone tissue, unlike the high vascularization which is found in the fibrolamellar complex (Prondvai et al., 2012). In both *Rhamphorhynchus* and anhanguerids, thin radius bone walls are presented and positioned on a robust ulna, suggesting that biomechanical factors may be determining the osteohistological constitution of this bone.

The bone tissue vascularization was defined as the ratio between the areas of the circular canals for the total vascular area (de Riquelmes et al., 1991). The context provided by de Margerie et al. (2005) on the biomechanics of long bones of birds suggests that different flight modes and different bending loads and inferred torsion, would have an impact on the organization of bone microstructure and its degree of vascularization. De Margerie (2002) found that the resistance to bending and torsion are maximal in the radius, which has the smallest vascularization of all examined bones. Thus, a histological optimization is found in bones with large twists and with high vascularization, as an adaptation at the time of flight. Thus, considering osteohistological composition
of the radius of MPSC R2090, it is possible to identify a relationship of biomechanics in determining the avascular pattern of the radius.

The slow growth rate observed in crocodiles, which is already known for other groups of living reptiles, indicates that the default slow bone growth may be a baseline characteristic for amniote (Padian et al., 2004) and possibly for archosauromorphs. In basal Pseudosuchia as Phytosauria and Aetosauria (Padian et al., 2001; de Ricqlès et al., 2003), a slow growth pattern was observed. This aspect also remains in Thalattosuchia (Hua & de Buffrénil, 1996) and Dyrosauridae (Andrade & Sayão, 2014), which represent more derived crocodylomorphs. It is speculated that the growth rate and physiology of pterosaurs would be more similar to that of living birds than “typical reptiles” (Bennett, 1993; de Ricqlès et al., 2000) and that pterosaurs would reach their ontogenetic maturity in up to three or four years (Chinsamy et al., 2008). The histological pattern that characterizes a high metabolic rate and rapid growth strategy is consistent with the variation between the sampled specimens, which have cortices with different densities of osteocytes and vascular canals.

The presence of cyclical growth marks is continuous and partly caused by endogenous physiological processes. These rhythms are synchronized and amplified by seasonal environmental variations such as temperature, light, humidity, food availability, etc. (Castanet et al., 1977; de Buffrénil, 1980). These factors are indicators of the periodicity of circannual growth cycles (Castanet et al., 1977; de Buffrénil, 1980; Hutton, 1986). However, many studies have tried to confirm the annual cyclicity of LAGs in archosaurs. Although the LAGs are common in vertebrates, these marks are hardly found in pterosaurs that have been recorded, for example, in a Cretaceous Anhaguerid (Sayão, 2003) and Jurassic pterosaur (Padian et al., 2004). The reason these lines appear in the samples remains controversial. This feature is not found in MPSC R2090, which has histological and morphological characteristics of a young animal and a not-true LAG, whereas MN 7060-V presents histology consistent with a subadult animal in the absence of LAGs in the analyzed thin sections. The cortex is thin; the LAGs are probably quickly reabsorbed by not allowing their remains in the cortical region for long periods.

As for the vascularization of the bones, MPSC R2090 presented histovariability, as previously reported by Sayão (2003). The first wing phalanx is highly vascularized in a semireticular network, the radius is avascular and the ulna presents an intermediate vascularization between the phalanx and the radius. The presence of histovariability among bones of the same individual is not common within Archosauromorpha (Sayão, 2003), being observed within this clade in just a few dinosaur groups (Horner et al., 1999; Sander, 2000; Padian et al., 2001). Pterosaurs could present closer histological structures to those of other archosaurs, based on phylogenetic position, or closer histological structures to those of birds, due to flight adaptations.

The number and size of the vessels and the number of osteocytes are related to bone growth rate (Padian & Lamm, 2013). According to the “Amprino rule”, the number, size and orientation of the vessels are modified throughout development (Amprino, 1947). Due to the vascular canals that are responsible for much of the blood supply and nutrients to a bone, with greater vascularization, there are higher growth rates (Padian & Lamm, 2013). Comparing the sampled bones, the first phalanx of MPSC R2090 should reach its asymptotic growth faster than the other bones, followed by the ulna and then the radius. The idea of growth at different speeds in the pterosaurs limbs is not new; morphometric studies indicated allometric growth for the appendicular skeleton (Wellnhofer, 1970, 1975; Mateer, 1976; Brower & Veinus, 1981; Vila Nova & Sayão, 2012; Bantim et al., 2014a), whose proportions vary among taxa (Kellner, 2003; Codorniú, 2007; Tomkins et al., 2010; Elgin & Frey, 2012; Vila Nova & Sayão, 2012).

The understanding of the growth and life patterns of pterosaurs has been limited because there are few representatives of different ontogenetic stages of the same taxon (Unwin, 2006). Morphological studies conducted by Bennett (1993a) showed that Nyctosaurus Marsh, 1876, Ornithocheirus Seeley, 1869 and Anhanguera Campos & Kellner, 1985 /Santanadactylus De Buissonjé, 1980 showed no significant differences between the sizes of adults and immature specimens. These studies also indicated that the smaller individual had approximately 70% of the size of the largest representative and that the body size did not constitute a reliable indicator to differentiate the ontogenetic stage. The degree of skeletal fusion would be the best way to distinguish sub-adult and adult individuals. In a study of Rhamphorhynchus, Bennett (1995) found that the skeletons of smaller individuals were not fused and that many of the bones were not completely ossified, whereas middle-age individuals showed some signal of fusion and higher porosity. By analyzing the morphology of MN-7060 V (small-sized) there is a greater degree of porosity on the epiphysis, suggesting that this is an older individual than MPSC R2090. Regarding the degree of fusion of the bones, it was observed that the phalanx extensor process MN7060-V and carpal was not fused in MPSC R2090, which are characteristics of younger animals. Thus, osteohistological analysis used in this study showed that MN 7060-V was a sub-adult, whereas MPSC R2090 was a younger animal.

According to de Ricqlès et al. (2000), the presence of an external fundamental system (EFS) indicates that the animal would have more or less reached its full size at the time of its death, having completed its asymptotic growth. This microstructure has been identified in Anhangueria, particularly in appendicular bones of an adult individual by Sayão (2003); this structure was first described by Cormack (1987) in mammals. In a histological analysis of the distal phalanx of a Tropeognathus cf. T. mesembrinus from the Romualdo Formation recently made by Kellner et al. (2013), the external fundamental system (EFS) was also observed, indicating the presence of an adult animal. Histological analysis of samples MPSC R2090 and MN 7060-V did not present EFS, indicating that none of these specimens reached the asymptotic size, characterizing non-adults animals.
CONCLUSION

Based on the analysis of histological structures, two different growth times may be established: a subadult (MN-7060 V) and a young individual (MPSC R2090). These moments were established based on the number of vascular canals in the sampled bones, indicative of rapid growth. MN 7060-V has a smaller wingspan than MPSC R2090, based on the size of the bones. This study showed that in Anhangueria, bone growth does not follow the ontogenetic stages of the individuals. Young animals may present large proportions, whereas older individuals may have smaller sizes within the same clade.

Regarding external morphology, it is possible to use paleohistology to corroborate that the presence of not-fused bones is consistent with the ontogenetic stages of animal. Juveniles and sub-adults did not show the fusion of carpal bones or the extensor process of the phalanx, which would indicate achieving asymptotic size. Thus, the presence of fused bones can be a reference to the identification of animals, because such bones do not occur in young and subadult animals.

It was also concluded that the appendicular bones of the same individual present histovariability and differences in their microstructure that resist torsional loads and bending during flight. Thus, paleohistology can provide parameters to analyze the different growth rates of the bones in the same individual according to their function, and may be an important tool to address issues of biomechanics of the appendicular bones in pterosaurs.
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